
Covid Re-Design

1

The team determines the necessary
changes required to make the production
covid-compliant. This includes medium
change, casting needs, timeline, and hiring
needs.
Team also determines price and sales
strategy.
Personnel: All senior staff

Basic Info

2

The quarter before rehearsals for a
production begin, the Wirtz Center
determines basic info for the production,
including basic dates, video platform, show
description, and supplementary materials.
Personnel: Senior staff, esp. Marketing

4

Announcement
At the beginning of the show 
quarter, Marketing finalizes 
and announces the quarter 
line-up. At this point, 
performance dates and video 
platform cannot be changed. 
Teams should also commit to 
supplementary materials, 
including talkbacks and 
design videos. Graphics are 
finalized.
Personnel: Pete Brace 
distributes final 
announcement.

3

Casting

The audition announcement may precede 
the official announcement. At that point, 
teams should have finalized dates and 
casting needs, but may still be making 
decisions about platform and show method 
(although this is not ideal).
Auditions take place the quarter before 
the show. This is especially important for 
costume designers, who may re-design 
based on actors.
Personnel: Valerie Tu leads auditions.

5

Build and Rehearsals

After the re-design and design phase, shop staff will begin necessary building, which may precede or coincide
with rehearsals. At this point, the delivery method of the production (filmed, Zoom reading, audio drama,
etc.) should NOT change unless there are extenuating circumstances, in which case the design must pivot to a
simpler plan. For example, a filmed piece may need to become a Zoom reading if guidelines restrict in-person
work completely. All rehearsals should be virtual.
Personnel: Heather Basarab with consultation from Managing Director and shop heads.
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Supplementary Materials

6

Supplementary materials, including
talkbacks/talk-forwards and design videos,
should be submitted by assigned deadline
(usually ~2 weeks before opening). Links
will be shared with audience via pre-show
password and asset email.
Personnel: China posts to YouTube.

Tech/Recording

7

Approximately two weeks before a Zoom
reading and five weeks before a more
complex production, teams will begin
"tech" process. This may constitute filming
or recording.
Personnel: Design teams, cast, shop staff.

9

Editing Ideally one week before performance, a 
final cut will be posted to video platform 
(Vimeo or ShowTix4U). China will assign 
work-study to caption performance. Final 
touches will be made to the video link, 
including thumbnail, email collection, and 
password.

At this point, the final link will be shared 
with Marketing to plug into audience email.

Personnel: Audience Services distributes 
final patron email.

8

Captioning

After recording a Zoom reading, 
Wirtz will makes minimal edits: 
adding introduction, title card, 
fixing sound, small cuts. This will 
take approximately one day.

For a more complex production, 
outside (or undergraduate) 
editors will have three weeks to 
make larger edits. These should 
have already been discussed 
with design teams. Rough cuts 
may be shared with design teams 
before final cut.

Personnel: Peter Anderson or
other editors. 10

Performance

The final performance email is shared with audiences on opening day. Email will include final video link,
password, and any supplementary materials.

Performance run will vary from show to show. Box Office shares info on accessing video link and common
problems, but may be fielding questions from audience members about technical difficulties.

Personnel: China and Box Office staff will address questions from audience experiencing video issues.
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